Identification of novel quinoline inhibitor for EHMT2/G9a through virtual screening.
G9a (also known as EHMT2 - Euchromatin histone methyltransferase 2) is a protein lysine methyltransferase which introduces methylation modification in variety of proteins including histones. G9a catalyzes the dimethylation of lysine 9 on histone 3 (H3K9me2) which is a repressive epigenetic modification. H3K9me2 is associated with the silencing of several genes including tumor suppressor genes in many cancers and hence G9a is a well characterized drug target for cancer therapy. Here, we report the discovery of CSV0C018875 as a novel quinoline based G9a inhibitor through virtual screening strategy from a HTS database. Sub-structure querying based on the known G9a inhibitors, followed by docking based virtual screening, led to the identification of CSV0C018875 as G9a inhibitor. We found that CSV0C018875 inhibits the activity of G9a in both enzyme and cell based assays. Importantly, the toxicity of CSV0C018875 is much lesser than that of the well-studied G9a inhibitor, BIX-01294. Molecular dynamics simulations shows that CSV0C018875 binds deeper inside the active site cavity of G9a, which facilitates the tight binding and also increases the compounds residence time, which in turn reflects better G9a inhibition. The novel quinoline CSV0C018875 could be further optimized to improve the ADME as well pharmacodynamic property.